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NEWS AND NOTICES 
This department is devoted to news of appointments, promo- 
tions, deaths, and other events of interest to historians of 
mathematics. For this information, "Historia Mathematical' 
depends upon interested individuals everywhere to send items of 
timely interest to the editor so that the wider connnunity of 
historians of mathematics may be kept informed of noteworthy 
activity throughout the world. 
IN MEMORIAM 
Helmut Haase, the subject of a recent article by Sanford L. 
Segal [1980: "Helmut Haase in 1934," Historia Mathetnatica 7 (l), 
46-561, died on December 26, 1979, at the age of 81. 
A NEW HISTORY OF MATHEMATICS JOURNAL 
The first issue of a new journal in the history of mathematics 
appeared in 1979: GANITA BHmTTt Bulletin of the Indian Society 
for History of Mathematics, edited by R. C. Gupta, Associate 
Professor of Mathematics at Birla Institute of Technology (P. 0. 
Mesra, Ranchi 835 215, India). In an editorial entitled "A Modest 
Beginning" it is stated that the proposal to start the bulletin 
was approved by the Executive Council of the ISHM in December 
of.1978, and was mainly due to the President, Professor U. N. 
Singh, "whose wisdom and foresight not only gave a practical 
shape to the Society but continue to expand its scope and activi- 
ties." Material to be included is listed under the following 
categories: research papers; articles, notes and correspondence; 
sources; education; meetings (advance notices and short proceed- 
ings); news (personal and institutional); book reviews; notices 
of publications; Society's news; advertisements; information about 
fellowships, prizes, and medals; and anecdotes. An editorial 
board has yet to be formed. 
The Bulletin will be published quarterly and sent to members 
of the ISHM. Ordinary annual membership dues are Rs 15.00 (India) 
or $10.00 (abroad). Inquiries concerning membership, subscrip- 
tions, advertising, and other financial matters can be addressed 
to the Treasurer, Sri Man Mohan, Department of Mathematics, Ramjas 
College, Delhi 110 007, India. 
Articles from the first issue, Nos. l-2 (January-June 1979) 
are abstracted in this issue of HM. 
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